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I. Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.
Mrs. Purnima was a careful person. Each night before she went to bed, she would write down
what had happened during the day. She would leave the diary open on the nightstand next to her,
so that she wouldn’t forget to make entries the next day. One night, as she was fast asleep, a
burglar tiptoed in quietly so as to not wake anyone up. He looked around and found a purse with
five thousand rupees, which was all he could find. As he was about to leave, he paused by the
nightstand where the diary lay. The next morning, when Mrs. Purnima woke up, she was
surprised to find that someone had already filled the entry for the day in her diary. It said,” The
house was burgled at 4.00 a.m.”
1. Find words from the text that mean the same as:
a. A low bedside table with drawers - ______________________
b. Walked without making any noise - ______________________
2. Mark these sentences as true (T) of false (F):
a. Mrs Purnima would keep her diary under the nightstand.
______
b. The burglar found five thousand rupees on the table.
_______
c. Mrs Purnima would write in her diary each night before going to bed _____3. Answer these questions:
a. What did Mrs Purnima do each night?
b. Why would she keep her diary open on the nightstand?
c. What did the burglar steal? What did he do next?
II. Look at the picture and describe it in five sentences.

III. Rewrite these sentences with the correct plural forms of the underlined words:
1. Ajay read a story from the book. (four)My younger brother lost a tooth. (two)
2. A window broke during the storm. (three)
IV. Tick the correct options:
1. We went to a/an library in an/the evening.
2. Ravi likes to look at a/the stars at night.
3. She had a/an coffee and a/an ice-cream.
V. Complete these sentences with the correct options:
1. My grandparents __________ visiting us. ( is/are)
2. I ________ reading the newspaper. (is/am)
3. The men ______ decorating the stage with balloons. (was/were)
4. I ________ a glass of milk every day. (have/had)

5. It started to rain and we _______ nowhere to go. (had/has)
VI.
Underline the verbs in these sentences.
1. We keep a telephone in the library.
2. Karan buys flowers for his mother.
3. The leaves fell from the trees.
VII.
Complete these sentences.
1. B was a book with a ________________ and pictures and stories ________________.
2. Usha and Uma are _______________. They have to go __________.
3. Till her grandmother said, _____________________, it is time for ___________.
Subject: MATHEMATICS
1) In the division sum
8 ) 59 ( 7
56
03
Dividend =
Divisor =
Quotient =
Remainder =
2) a) 16÷4= ___.
b) 63÷9= ____. c) 48÷6=___.
3) Divide and find quotient and check. a) 68÷ 4 b) 83÷2
4) Divide: and find the quotient and remainder
a) 218 ÷ 7
b) 467 ÷ 4
5) Cost of 9 boxes is Rs 720. What is the cost of one box?
6) Sanjay has 307 marbles with him. He distributes them equally among 8 friends.
many marbles does each friend get? How many marbles are left with him?
7) Divide by using repeated subtraction method: 20  5
8) Multiply:
(a) 7 9 X4
(b) 6 0 4 X 23
9) Count in hundreds and write the next three numbers
3342, __________, _________, _____________________
10) Add: 4312 + 202 + 42 + 5003
11) Subtract and check your answer by addition: 8074 – 5186
12) Solve: 6345 + 2168 – 5436
13)Name each figure and write its symbol
i) A
B
ii)
M
iii) P
Q

How

14)Rajesh divided 86 chocolates among 9 children. How many chocolates did each child get? How
many chocolates were left over?
Subject: SCIENCE
A. Answer the following questions:
1. What is migration?
2. How are a Heron's feet useful to it?
3. Why do animals move around?
4. What things are used to make the walls of a house?
5. How will you show that soil contains air?
6. Name three materials from which clothes are made.
7. What happens to the food made by plant?
B. Draw and label:
1. Gills of a fish
2. Parts of a plant
3. Leaf making food for the plant
C. Give one word answer:
1. The tiny openings in a leaf through which air enters.
2. Season during which birds migrate.
3. The feathers that keep a bird warm.

4. Hardest rock.
5. Where do we get paper from?
D. Name any two
1. Fruits that has many seeds.
2. Underground stems
3. Birds that has short pointed beak.
4. Birds that cannot fly.
5. Birds that has webbed feet.
E. Multiple choice questions
1. Which of these animals uses teeth to tear its food?
a. Mosquito b. Butterfly
c. Dog.
d. Snake
2. We get linen from—a. Sheep
b. Flax c. Bamboo
d. Petroleum
3. Which soil is used to grow Bajra?
a. sandy soil
b. Clayey soil
c. Loamy soil
4. Which of these things is not used to build a house ?
a. Gold b .Wood c. cement d .Bricks

d. Humus

Subject: SOCIAL SCIENCE
I. Answer in one word:1. An aircraft with rotating blades on top –
2. A cycle with three wheels used to carry people3. A building where goods are made –
4. Digging out minerals from the earth5. Festival of Colours6. Festival of flowers7. Festival of lightsII. Name the following:1. Name any three National festivals.
2. Name any three Religious festivals.
3. Name any three pulses.
4. Name any three oils used in cooking.
5. Name any three different types of clothes wear by Men and Women in India.
6. Name any three means o water transport.
III. Refer Pg-22. See the picture on Pg-22 and attempt the given questions.
1. Name the animal in the picture.
2. In which area is that animal mostly found?
3. The camel is called the __________.
4. Name the desert of India.
IV. Refer pg-50. Read PONGAL paragraph and attempt the questions.
1. People draw ______ to decorate their houses.
2. In Telangana and Andhra Pradesh the festival is called _______.
3. Pongal is the harvest festival of __________.
4. Pongal is prepared by cooking rice in ______ and _______.
Subject: ह िं दी (हितीय भाषा)
1.शब्दार्थ लिखो - मरियल, िाक्षसी,खबिदाि, जलधाि, पग्गड
2.ललिंग की परिभाषा लिखो ?
3.लिए गए शब्दोोंके ललिंग बदल कि लिखखए ?
बिंदि, लबल्ली, कुम्हाि, लिलिया, भैंस
4.विन की परिभाषा ललखखए l

5.विन के लकतने प्रकाि होते है ?
6.प्रश्ोों के उत्ति लिखो
क़. लकसान ने लकसे रुकने को कहा ?
ख. लकसान बैल क्ोिं नही िं खोना िाहता था ?
ग. बादल को डािं ट क्ोिं पढ़नी िालहए ?
7. ‘हमसे सब कहते’कलिता को याि किो औि अपने कॉपी में लिखो
8. लदए गए वाक् लकसने लकससे कहे ललखखए l
तूने क्ा जवाब लदया ?
महािाज क्ा मामला है ?
9.लदए गए शब्ोिं से वाक् बनाओ – हाथ ना आना, पाला पि जाना l
10.अपने परिवाि के बािे में पााँ ि वाक् ललखो l

Subject: : తెలుగు ( ద్వి తీయ భాష )

I. ఇచ్చి న పదాల సహాయము తో ఖాళీలను పూరించుము
డిల్లీ పబ్లక్
ీ స్కూ ల్, విద్యా లయం, సరసవ తీ నిలయం, పాఠశాల, ఉక్కూ నగరం, పన్న ండు, నాట్ా ము, ప్పయోగశాలలు,
ఆట్సల
థ ం, పూలమొక్ూ లు, గంధీతాతబొమ్మ

మా బడి పేరు__________ . బడిని _____ , ______ , _______ పేర ీతో పిలుస్తారు.
మా బడి ____________ లో ఉంది. మా బడిలో ___________ తరగతులు క్లవు.మా బడిలో ______ తరగతులు క్లవు. మా బడిలో
సంగీతము , ________ నేరుు తారు. పరిశోధనలను జరుపుట్క్క ____________ క్లవు. ఆట్లు ఆడుక్కనేందుక్క ________ క్లదు.
బడి ఆవరణ లో ____ ,____ ,____ క్లవు.
II. ఇచ్చి న పదాల సహాయము తో ఖాళీలను పూరించుము
24, గురుా, మూడు రంగులు, అశోక్ ధరమ చప్క్ం, తెలుపు, తాా గనికి, ఆక్కపచచ ,
సవ చఛ తక్క, పాడిపంట్లక్క, ధరమ చప్క్ం, కాషాయం, పతాక్ం

మ్న జాతీయ
మ్న దేశ గౌరవానికి
. మ్న జండా లో
. అవి
,
,
. మ్ధా లో
ఉంటంది. దీనినే ప్ివర ణ పతాక్ం అంటారు. మ్న జాతీయ
పతాక్ములో ఉండే కాషాయ రంగు
గురుా. తెలుపు రంగు
గురుా. కింద ఉనన ఆక్కపచచ రంగు
గురుా.
ధర్మమ నిన స్కచిస్ాంది. ఈ అశోక్ ధరమ చప్క్ం లో
ఆక్కలు ఉంటాయి.
III. క్రింది వాక్యా లు తారుమారు అయినవి. వాటిని సరైన క్రమములో క్వాయిండి:
1.అతడు ఒక్ పామును చూచెను.
2.పాము విష జంతువు.
3.వంక్టాపురం అనే ఊరు ఉంది.
4.రైతు ద్యనిని ఇంటికి తీస్కొని పోయెను.
5.ర్మము పామును పాలు పోసి పంచెను.
6.ఆ ఊరిలో ర్మము అనే ఒక్ రైతు ఉండే వాడు.
7.ఒక్ రోజు అతను పొలమునక్క పోయెను.
8.పాము ర్మముని క్రవ బోయెను.
9.పాము చనిపోయెను.
10.ర్మము చేిలోని క్ప్రతో బాదెను.
11.విష జం తువులక్క మేలు చేయర్మదు.

